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About This Game

It’s the first time developers have taken a risk to combine magical fantasy style and pragmatic steampunk. Players try the role of
merciless warriors who destroy enemies using armored wheeled monsters. Each machine is a result of ingenious military
engineering. In addition to tens of weapon and armor types all the machines are equipped with exclusive bonus modules.

Battles full of adrenaline take place on earth and in the air, under the blinding sun and in bitter frost. Interactive maps and well-
detailed physics considering landscapes and peculiarities of all mechanisms supplement rich gameplay.

*For Mac-players : if you have an issue with the game (black screen) - please turn off Steam overlay.
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Title: Badland Bandits
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Wild Wolf Std
Publisher:
Wild Wolf Std
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: 1,8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution 1280x720

English,Russian
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Good clean puzzle platforming fun, now with co-op. this is trash. Hi
I cannot play the game because in the menu, everytime I wan't to moove my mouse, it "Teleports" it back to its original place, so
I cannot click on "begin". Please help me. If it's on sale for $1.99, then buy this game.

I love a good point and click game because I'm all about a great narrative and interactive story. While Hotel may have soothed
my craving for a good PNC, by no means did it satisfy me.

Pros:
1.) Graphics are pretty decent (which you love to see in a good PNC).
2.) There are a few unexpected twists.

Cons:
1.) The puzzles are so easy that you don't have to think very much, or at all, to pass them.
2.) The story goes from "weird" to "wtf" really quickly. Plus, the character development is very weak and predictable.
3.) This game is SO short. I completed this game is 2 hours and that's with me taking my time. Look at the other reviews, no one
takes very long to complete this game.

As a rule, I think that PNC games tend to only be worth as much as: (1.) Hours put into the game, (2.) Strength of the storyline.
Since this game's story really falls flat, I'd recommend not spending more than $2.00 to play this game because it will not take
you more than 2 hours to finish it.. As it stands right now, this is a great game. I have followed its development more or less
from its inception in 2010, and always felt the concept was great, but that there was something lacking. The version now
available on Steam addresses my concerns, presenting a full game with several layers of interaction and good ideas put into
practice.

Without microtransactions to hinder it, the main mode is quite fun to play and watch as your onscreen world develops, but the
Quest mode is even more interesting, bringing an entirely new perspective to the game while still using the same core
mechanics.

If you have never played this game before or if you played a while ago, there was never a better time to really dig your theeth
into it. Recommended.. I was gonna give this game a good review, but there's just WAY too many bugs. I understand that
they're currently working on fixing a lot of them, but I just can't play it. It seems like a good concept for a game. Sorry Salty
Sloth. I was gonna refund, but it's only $0.99 so it's not really worth it. Hopefully they fix all the bugs soon.. Overpriced but GG.
gud ost very differant. Would have been nice if there was a way to quit the game. All I could manage to do was quit back to the
menu no matter what I tried. Otherwise I might have enjoyed it.. a cute little video about frendship and ponies
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fine time-killer. The game is perfect for enjoying fighting with friends or play single mode or cooperative mode up to 6 persons.
I liked the cartoon graphics, quite bold decision to make unique image style. The game from small independent studio. Grade:
10\/10.  <3 Barky! <3

Got this 50% off.
5 legendary chests +  3500 gems for which you can get another  7 legendary chests.

  <3 Worth ever single cent <3 . Early Access review:

Are you one of the many people that enjoyed playing games like banished? This might just be game for you. This game
does remind me a bit of banished, but there are some differences and it's 2D..

Pros:
*Even though the game is in early acces it's funny to play
*It has a lot of bug fixes and updates
*It's cheap
*It's also challenging

Cons:
*The AI sometimes freakout and do crazy♥♥♥♥♥♥br>*The boats sometimes get stuck
*The aura sometimes dosn't work

I hope this review helped you decide if you wanted to buy the game

~Flawless. A seemingling light hearted diversionary game is marred by crippling bugs, poor performance and terrible
UI.
I keep asking myself, why is such a simple game always hanging? Why is such a simple gaming running at 503fps and
consuming 50% of my cpu? Why do I keep trying to cancel a move and end my units turn in error; and why can't I
cancel that partial move. Instead I must complete the action before being able to undo. Why do I seem to hate the
characters I'm supposed to be rooting for. There are too many unanswered why's for me to recommend this. With a bit
of polish it could have been a delightful time waster.
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